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/æ/ and /ɑ/ in Stau: phonology, diachronic sound change in Tibetan loan words, and 
dialect variation 

Jesse P. Gates 
Southwest University for Nationalities 

1. Overview of Stau Phonology 
2. Contrast, distribution patterns, and phonotactics of /æ/ and /ɑ/ 
3. Acoustic analysis of /æ/ and /ɑ/ 
4. /ɑ/’s historically borrowed from Tibetic into Stau 

1. Overview of Stau Phonology 

This paper primarily focuses on the Mazi dialect of Stau. When the dialect name is not 
given, Mazi is the dialect being discussed. 

 At this point of analysis it can be argued that Stau has 44 simple onset 
consonants that can be considered as having full phonemic status, as seen in Table (1). 
The voiceless labio-dental fricative [f] has only marginal phonemic status and is placed 
in brackets in the inventory table since it is only found in Chinese loan words, most 
fairly recent.  1

1.1 Differences with Vanderveen (2015) 

Vanderveen (2015) claims 42 simple onset consonant phonemes, but includes an 
additional 3 consonants (/ʂ/, /ɢ/, and /ɴ/) in her inventory that she does not consider 
full phonemes. Two of these (/ʂ/ and /ɢ/) I have bumped up to full phoneme status 
raising the number of consonant phonemes to 44, and the third (/ɴ/) I will argue as 
not necessary to include in the phoneme inventory since it can be analyzed as an 
allophone of /ŋ/.  

 [f] is also an allophone of /v/ in native Stau words, as in the inverse marker. 1
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Table 1. 

1.1.2 ɴ not considered a phoneme, /ɢ/ as a full phoneme 

Vanderveen does not call ɴ a full phoneme, but considers it as a possibility and 
includes it in her consonant inventory as a marginal phoneme placed in brackets. The 
following is an argument to leave it out of the consonant inventory altogether. The 
argument is connected to the phonemic status of /ɢ/, since the only cases of [ɴ] occur 
with [ɢ].  

 My argument is that [ɴ] is an allophone of /ŋ/ that assimilates to the uvular 
place of articulation, as all the examples show:  

(1) bæɴɢe ‘spider, fly’ Dge bshes: rbeɴɢe) 
(2) ɴɢwi ‘hoe’ Dge bshes: ɴɢvi) 
(3) ɴɢvɛ ‘five’   
(4) ʁɑɴɢvɛ ‘fifteen’ 
(5) jæɴqjo ‘palate' (when /ɴqjo/ is isolated, ɴ is voiceless [ɴ̥qjo])  
(6) rbe ɴqe ‘nit’ (when /ɴqe/ is isolated, ɴ is voiceless [ɴ̥qe]) 

labial alveolar retroflex palatal velar uvular

p t c k q

pʰ tʰ cʰ kʰ qʰ

b d ɟ ɡ ɢ

ts tʂ tɕ

tsʰ tʂʰ tɕʰ

dz dʐ dʑ

(f) s ʂ ɕ x χ

v z r ʑ ɣ ʁ

m n ɲ ŋ

ɬ

ɮ

w l j
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 Vanderveen (2015) mentions the questionable status of /ɢ/ as a phoneme. I will 
also remain skeptical, however the examples given above are a good starting point as 
evidence for the phonemic status of /ɢ/, especially when taken into account with what 
happens with voiceless prenasalized consonants. Voiceless nasals in words like ŋqæ 
‘pick up’ [ɴ̥qæ] , ŋqʰuræ [ɴ̥qʰuræ] ‘scoop’ are argued not to be phonemes. Because 
there is strong evidence to claim that a nasal’s voicing status is dependent on the 
voicing of the following consonant (in the cases of mb, nd, and ŋɡ), it is not good 
reasoning to also argue that voicing is spreading from the nasal to the following 
consonant in the one case of uvulars. This leaves the possibility open for a three way 
contrast in uvulars, namely, voiceless unaspirated /q/, voiceless aspirated /qʰ/, and 
voiced /ɢ/. It then becomes unnecessary to consider ɴ as a phoneme, since all of the 
examples point to place assimilation.  

1.1.3 /ʂ/ as a full phoneme 

(7) ʂɑ ‘lively’ 
(8) ʂərʂər ‘forceful’ 
(9) ʂər tsə qʰɑ ‘hand gun’ (Chinese + clf.) 

1.2 Vowels 

Stau has eight simple vowels that are full phonemes (i, e, ɛ, æ, ə, u, o, ɑ). The four 
front vowels (i, e, ɛ, a) can be argued from minimal pairs as in examples (10-15).  

(10)  a. pʰji ‘flee’  
 b. pʰe ‘vomit’ 
 c. pʰɛ ‘dig out’ 
 d. pʰæ ‘with’ 
(11)  a. tɕi ‘hat’ 
 b. tɕe ‘become’  
 c. tɕɛ ‘road’  
 d. dʑæ ‘tea’ 
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(12) a. ɮi ‘come 3 perf’ 
 b. ɮe ‘bring 2’ 
 c. ɮe ‘give birth 2’ 
 d. ɮɛ ‘come 3 ipfv’  
 e. ɮæ ‘hand’ 
(13)  a. li /clf/ ki li ki li  
 b. le /intj/ 
 c. lɛ ‘lie/joke’ 
 d. læ ‘discourse marker’  
(14)  a. tʰi ‘dem’ 
 b. tʰe ‘get ’ 
 c. tʰɛ ‘3’ 
 d. tʰækʰæ ‘besides’ 
(15)  a. vi ‘go’ 
 b. veve ‘grandma’ 
 c. vɛ /subj/ 
 d. væ ‘pig’ 

 Stau also has two nasalized vowels õ and ɑ̃, or this can be argued (as in 
Vanderveen 2015) as vowel + velar nasal consonant final /ŋ/. Vanderveen’s analysis 
becomes problematic if proposing underlying vowel fusion rules to explain ablaut in 
verb agreement (e.g. proposed in Jacques, et al 2014). Velarized vowels are possible in 
some dialects (e.g., Khangsar see Jacques et al 2014), usually as the vowels /aˠ/ and  
/oˠ/. It is possible that /ɑ/ and /aˠ/ essentially mean the same thing. As my paper does 
not concern /ə, u, o/ I will not give undue attention to these vowels. Rather the reader 
is commended to look at Vanderveen 2015 for future explanation. 
 Native Stau codas are v, r, and n (and ŋ if not analyzed as a nasalized vowels).  
/-r/ may be analyzed as rhoticization on the vowels. In words borrowed from Tibetan 
m, t, l, and k.   2

 Vanderveen also includes x, ɣ, and χ. I’m considering that [ɣ] belongs to velarized vowels and [x] and 2

[χ] are allophones of /-k/. /t/ and /k/ are realized as unreleased stops. 
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2. Contrast, assimilation processes, distribution patterns, and phonotactics of /æ/ 
and /ɑ/ 

2.1 Examples of contrast 

There are a handful of minimal pairs with /æ/ and /ɑ/. Examples (16-18) below are 
only native words, examples (19-20) involve Tibetan words (indicated with a ‘T’). At 
what point does one rule out loan words? It seems that this is a language specific 
question that is determined by how much the loan word has been integrated into the 
mental lexicon of the speakers.  

(16) a. zʁæ ‘open mouth (v)’ 
       b. zʁɑ ‘ten’ 
(17) a. qʰæ ‘laugh’ 
       b. qʰɑ  ‘/clf/ for long things’ 
(18) a. cʰæ ‘can’ 
 b. cʰɑ ‘comfortable’ 
(19) a. pʰɑ ‘pig’ (T) 
       b. pʰæ ‘with’ 
(20) a. ɬæ ‘spiritual being’ (T) 
        b. ɬɑ ‘lose’ 

2.2 Place assimilation with uvulars 

Place assimilation from the voiced uvular fricative /ʁ/. 

(21) /ʁ/ as initial 
 a. ʁɑ ‘problem’ 
 b. ʁɑsi ‘opposite’ 
 c. ʁɑlo ‘chest’ 
 d. xɕuʁɑ ‘collect’ 

 There is one time that /æ/ occurs after /ʁ/: when a voiced alveolar fricative /z/ 
is a preinitial in zʁæ ‘open mouth’. Thus, there is a minimal pair between zʁæ ‘open 
mouth’ and zʁɑ ‘ten’, as seen above in Section 2.1, example (16).  
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 The following examples (22) and (23) demonstrate how as an initial /ʁ/ can 
condition the final vowel in lexicalized compounds: 

(22) ndzɑʁdzə ‘hide’ (lexicalized reduplication)  
(23) mɑʁɑ ‘no problem’ (mæ ‘neg.have’ + ʁɑ ‘problem’) 

 Thus, *ndzæʁdzə or *mæʁɑ are not possible. Some dialects (e.g., Khangsar) will 
use a different form of negation me- (neg.future), e.g., meʁɑ ‘no problem’. This 
spreading can occur over “normal” syllable boundaries in words where the 
lexicalization process is obscure, such as in the following: 

(24) qɑʁə ‘mountainside’ 
(25) ɕɑʁrə ‘sickle’ 

 It should not seem unusual to propose that there is conditioning from [æ] to [ɑ] 
when in the environment of uvulars. Thus examples such as qʰɑ ‘/clf/ for long things’ 
and Dge bshes nqɑ ‘sky’ would be expected. However, the exception is found when the 
vowel is not backed or velarized, such as qʰæ ‘laugh’ or Mazi nqæ ‘pick up’. 
 The following is to explain /ɑ/ in sqɑ ‘ten’, the base ten morpheme for numbers 
20 through 90, as in the following examples: 

(26) nə-sqɑ ‘twenty’ 
(27) nə-sqɑ-ro ‘twenty-one’  
(28) su-sqɑ ‘thirty’ 

It is clear that sqɑ is a allomorph of zʁɑ ‘ten’ undergoing some phonological changes: 
1. devoicing: /z/ and /ʁ/ becoming /s/ and /q/, respectively 
2. “plosivization”: fricative becoming a stop (ʁ → q) 

2.3 Agreement marking vowel alternations 

æ→ɑ (resulting in ɑ̃ or ɑŋ) with -ã first person suffix vowel fusion process.  
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!  
  Table 3. Vowel fusion rules 

!  
  Table 4. Mazi fsɛ ‘kill’ 

2.4 Distribution patterns and phonotactics 

2.4.1 Simple initials 

/ɑ/ and /æ/’s distribution are quite similar. /æ/ occurs after 40 of 44 simple initial 
consonants (not occurring after simple ʂ, x, ʁ, and ɢ). /ɑ/ occurs after 39 of 44 simple 
initial consonants (not occurring after simple ɟ, x, ɣ, ɢ, and ɮ).  

2. REDUPLICATION AND TRIPLICATION MORPHOLOGY IN STAU VERBS

2.1. Overview of Stau verbal morphophonology and agreement system

Following Vanderveen (2015), Stau has ten vowels: eight plain vowels (i, e, ɛ, æ, ə, u, o, ɑ) and
two nasalized vowels (~o, ɑ̃).4 Jacques et al. (2014: 86; Forthcoming: 4) propose a number of
vowel fusion processes for the Khang gsar dialect of Stau, which can also account for the
vowel alternations that can be observed in Mazi, as seen in Table 1.

First, second, and third person agreement is accomplished through vowel alternations that
employ the vowel fusion rules in Table 1. A summary of the verb agreement system as found
in prefecture constructions is displayed in Table 2 (Σ means ‘stem’). The suffix -n is also used
to mark second person intransitive and transitive 2PL?3. The inverse prefix v- is used in 2 > 1
and 3 > 1, 2, 3, but can be ignored for the purposes of this paper.

A simple prose summary of the person marking vowel alternations in Mazi Stau, as seen in
Table 2, is provided in the following four sentences:
1 For transitive 1SG the vowels i and ə become u, u stays u; all other vowels become o, except

for the vowel -ɛ in the closed rhyme -ɛr, which does not alternate.5

Table 1. Stau vowel fusion

Suffix –w –ɑ̃ –j
Stem

i u ɑ̃ i
e o ɑ̃ e
æ o ɑ̃ e
ə u ~o i
o o ~o e
ɛ o ɑ̃ e
u u ~o i
ər ur ~o ər
ɛr ɛr ɑ̃ ɛr
ɛv ov ɑ̃v ev

Table 2. Stau transitive and intransitive paradigms

4 Although I will be using the language name ‘Stau’ I will only analyse and discuss the Mazi dialect of Stau in this
section. The author does not assume that all dialects of Stau have verbal reduplication/triplication nor that in those
dialects that do have verbal reduplication/triplication the morphological process is the same as Mazi. The author
simply does not have enough data from other Stau dialects to make confident claims about those other dialects.

5 ‘Rhyme’ (a common term in Sino-Tibetan linguistic discussions of the syllable) is the equivalent of the syllable
nucleus (usually a vowel) plus prosodic elements and coda if there be any.
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Similarities: both /æ/ and /ɑ/ do not occur after x, ɢ.  

Differences: /ɑ/ occurs after simple ʁ and ʂ, /æ/ does not. /æ/ occurs after simple ɟ, ɣ, 
and ɮ, /ɑ/ does not. 

The words cɑ~cʰɑ ‘good’ and rkʰu sɲɑ sɲɑ ‘cool’ are the only words in which [ɑ] occurs 
with palatals in native Stau words. However, [æ] occurs frequently with palatals. 

2.4.2 With consonant clusters 

/ɑ/ occurs after the following consonant clusters, /æ/ does not: pʰj, rp, rb, χp, rtʰw, fts, 
χts, mtsʰ, tʂw, rc, nɟ, χɕ, ʁʑ, rtɕ, ʁj, kw, kr, ɡr, qw, qʰw, rqw, nqʰw, zʁ, rʁ, hw, rn.  

/æ/ occurs with the following consonant clusters, /ɑ/ does not: sp, spj, mpʰ, spʰj, bj, 
mbj, zbj, zbr, rv, tj, tʰj, stʰj, mtʰ, ntʰ, rtʰ, s-tʰv, ntʰv, ndv, md, rd, zd, ɣd, ʁd, rs, xs, χs, 
ɣz, ʁz, zj, rj, rtsʰ, ntsʰ, rdz, mdz, rw, ntʂʰ, ndʐ, fcʰ, xɕ, ɕw, ɟw, ɣʑ, vɟ, ʁɟ, xtɕ, ftɕ, xtɕ, 
rtɕʰ, tɕʰj, ɣl, ʁl, fɬ, vɮ, zɮ, ɣɮ, sm, rm, ɣm, mj, zn, ɣn, ɣɲ, ʁɲ, sŋ, sk, skʰ, nk, rk, kʰr, 
mkʰ, nkʰ, nkʰr, nɡr, zɡr, ɣr, sqr, qʰr, rqʰ, nq, zʁ, sxj, χj, ʁŋw, ɣw, χw.  

In addition to the above, /ɑ/ and /æ/ both occur with these consonant clusters: pj, bj, 
br, rb, mb, vr, rt, st, vd, nd, fs, vl, rts, ndz, sc, ncʰ, rɟ, fɕ, vʑ, ndʑ, fk, zɡ, rɡ, nɡ, sq, ʁj, 
ʁm, sn, ʁn, sɲ, rŋ.  

2.4.3 Rhymes 

Both ɑ and æ to not cooccur with -t. -t is a rare final and only occurs in Tibetan loan 
words.  

[ɑ] occurs with the final /v/, [æ] does not 

(29) -v 
 a. ɕɑntʰɑv ཤམ་ཐབས་ ‘lhama’s clothing’  
  b. χɑv ‘fall into’ 
 c. ʁɑv- ‘teen suffix’ (e.g. ʁɑv-ro ‘eleven’) 
  d. tʰɑptɕɑ ~ tʰɑftɕɑ ཐེབས་ཆག་ ‘bad quality’ ([p], [f] allophones of /-v/ final) 

There is the nasalized form ɑ̃v for first person plural agreement as in bɛv → bɑ̃v ‘get 
off’ 
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                                 In Native words, [æ] occurs in the rhyme ær, [ɑ] does not. 
(30)  -ær 
                                     a. zdær ‘completive’, ‘drip’  
                                    b. tær ‘age’ 
 c. vʑær ‘summer’ 

 But you can find /-ɑr/ in Tibetan loan words: 
 The final -m only occurs in Tibetan loan words.  
(31) -m 
 a. χæmbæ ཧམ་པ་ ‘brave/scold’ 
 b. sqæmbæ skམ་པ་ ‘fire-tongs’ or ‘wrench’ 

 The only example I have of /ɑ/ occurring with /-m/ final is rɑm ne རབ་གནས་ 
‘incantation’ 
  
 /æ/ and /ɑ/ can occur with before the final /-n/ (mostly Tibetan loan words,   
/ɑ/ entirely so). See examples (32) and (33), below.  

(32) -n with /æ/ 
 a. smænpæ ‘doctor’ smན་པ་ 
 b. ʁdæn mbæ ‘leader’ གདན་པ་ 
 c. pænmæ ‘between’ 

(33) -n with /ɑ/ 
 a. ʁnɑnɡɑ ‘matter/problem’ གནད་འགག་  
 b. ɕɑntʰɑv ‘lhama’s clothing’ ཤམ་ཐབས་ 

 Also the final -n suffix is used in perfective constructions for second person 
agreement marker for intransitive verbs and transitive 2p > 3 (and I have not fully 
analyzed the imperfective), so theoretically -n could occur after /ɑ/, but I have no 
examples of this.  
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ɑ̃ 
 In the process of nasalization that comes with first person agreement marking on 
verbs in perfective constructions for first person intransitive and transitive 1 > 2/3, æ 
moves back and becomes ɑ̃ and not æ̃.  

χ  
 The voiceless uvular fricative final /χ/ also only occurs in Tibetan loan words. 
Most examples cooccur with ɑ, as in the following examples: 

(34) 
 a. vdɑχpə བདག་པོ་ ‘boss’ 
 b. lɑχtɕʰɑ ལག་ཆ་ ‘tool’ 

There is however one example of the voiceless uvular fricative final occurring with æ, 
as follows: 

(35) stonbæ ɕæχcæ tʰupæ stོན་པ་a་ky་u་པ་  

Confirming Vanderveen (2015), /æ/ and /ɑ/ do not cooccur with the following finals, 
which are found only in Tibetan loan words: voiceless velar stop [k], voiced velar 
fricative [ɣ], voiced alveolar lateral /l/.  

x 
Only one occurrence of ɑ with /-x/ but not sure about the syllable break:  

(36) qʰwɑx.pə.tɕɛn ‘name of a fictional man’ (T) 

/æ/ does not cooccur with [-x] in my data.  

As there are no examples of contrast, I propose that final [x], [k], [ɣ], and [χ] are all 
allophonic. These only occur in Tibetan loan words that are generally used by those 
who are more fluent in Tibetan. They are easily identified by these speakers as 
“Tibetan” words. 
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2.5 Free variation of /æ/ and /ɑ/ 

æ/ɑ- ‘one prefix’ 
 One example of a minimal pair that requires more digging is æmə ‘mother’ and 
æmə ‘maybe’. Sarah says that there is a bit of a difference but it is possible to say æmə 
or ɑmə for ‘maybe’ (free variation) and that people in Jiasikong say ɑmə instead of 
æmə for ‘mother’ (dialectal variation). In rapid speech æ often becomes ɑ so that æ in 
æmə ‘maybe’ sounds often like ɑ. 

mɑ- NEG prefix 

(37) 

ɑmə ~ æmə stepmother

ɑvɑqʰi ~ ævæqʰi bad

ɑpə tsʰo tsʰo ~ æpə tsʰo tsʰo someone’s guess

rɟɑmɑ ~ rɟæmæ steelyard, scales rgy་མ་
χɑ vdu ~ χæ vdu now N
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3. Acoustic analysis 

Table 5. 

!  

æ & ɑ formant values and averages

Dge bshes Rdzong Mazi
æ F1 F2 ɑ F1 F2 æ F1 F2 ɑ F1 F2 æ F1 F2 ɑ F1 F2

tɕʰjæ ‘on’ 764 1886 rtɑ ‘mark, sign’ 799.1 1334 tɕʰæ/tɕʰjæ ‘on’ 695.5 1714 rtɑ ‘mark, sign’ 780.9 1475 æ-ndʐə ‘once’ 833.6 1766 rtɑ ‘mark, sign’ 799.1 1386

986.7 1379

ɡæ ‘like’ 764.5 1679 ɑvɑqʰi ‘bad’ 781.8 1317 ɡæ ‘like’ 799.1 1645 ɑvɑqʰi ‘bad’ 832.3 1398 æ-ŋe-rə ‘is it ok?’ 937.1 1697 ɑrɑ ‘alcohol’ 954 1472

806.6 1349

rtærgæ 730.3 1703 ɑvɑqʰi ‘bad’ 850.8 1403 æmə ‘mother’ 816.3 1420 ɑvɑqʰi ‘bad’ 789.2 1379 bæbəle ‘butterfly’ 902.6 1731 ɑrɑ ‘alcohol’ 861.1 1489

818.7 1408

rjæ ‘river bank’ 695.5 1886 stɑ ‘tiger’ 816.3 1351 rzjæ ‘river bank’ 626.5 2163 stɑ ‘tiger’ 747.3 1403 ɣæ ‘river bank’ 833 1800 stɑ ‘tiger’ 885.4 1420

919.9 1386

tʰæfkæ ‘stove’ 781.8 1679 bjɑbjæ ‘flat’ 764.5 1628 rɟæ ‘Chinese’ 661 2025 bjɑbjæ ‘flat’ 883.8 1408 æpe ‘grandfather’ 868.1 1697 bjɑbjæ ‘flat’ 885.4 1455

907.2 1438

fɕæ ‘search’ 730 1904 sæpɑ ‘brick’ 764.5 1558 ɕæ ‘search’ 781.8 1783 sæpɑ ‘brick’ 799.1 1265 fɕæ ‘search’ 833.6 1852 ʁɑ ‘door’ 937.1 1213

885.4 1386

kətæ ‘dog’ 781.8 1697 tʰɑ ‘weave’ 799.1 1351 rgəŋæ ‘egg’ 695.5 1766 tʰɑ ‘weave’ 818.7 1347 kʰətæ ‘dog’ 868.1 1731 ntʰɑ ‘weave’ 885.4 1403

877.7 1349

ftɕækæ ‘stuff’ 661 1990 tɑtɑ ‘exactly’ 712.8 1300 tɕækʰæ ‘stuff’ 764.5 1748 tɑtɑ ‘exactly’ 806.6 1372 ftɕækʰæ ‘stuff’ 712.8 1955 tɑtɑ ‘exactly’ 833.6 1351

818.7 1379

æpæ 'father' 747.3 1697 dʐurpɑ ‘wheat bran’ 764.5 1300 pjæ 799.1 2232 tsupɑ ‘wheat 
bran’

712.8 816.3 æpæ ‘father’ 937.1 1748 dʐərmɑ ‘oder, dirt’ 885.4 1438

1213 1351

væ ‘pig’ 799.1 1766 ɡɑdɑ ‘sq. 
measurement’

799.1 1420 dʑjæ ‘tea’ 695.5 2042 ɡɑdɑ ‘sq. 
measurement’

806.6 1398 væ ‘pig’ 868.1 1783 ɡɑdɑ ‘sq. 
measurement’

781.8 1282

907.2 1438

Average 745.53 1788.70 Average 785.25 1396.20 Average 733.48 1853.8 Average 855.92 1356.215 Average 859.41 1776 Average 870.83 1390.9

ɕæ 703.7 1910 ɑpe ‘grandfather’ 780.9 1526 bɑbəle 780.9 1374

755.2 1821 806.6 1526 818.7 1379

rtærgæ 729.4 1733 bɑbəle ‘insect’ 729.4 1424 vɑ 703.7 1320

755.2 1703 730.3 1438 848.2 1290

tæfkæ 755.2 1681 bjɑbjæ ‘flat’ 612.4 1998 kətɑ 755.2 1553

755.2 1615 730.3 1910 877.7 1615

zʁæ 652.3 1321 ɑ-ndʐə ‘once’ 881 1438 ɑpʰɑ ‘father’ 848.2 1467

755.2 1408 853.2 1398 907.2 1497

ɑ-ŋe-rə ‘is it ok?’ 832.3 1467 ɑ-ndʐə ‘once’ 806.6 1424

806.6 1527 832.3 1438

ɑ-ŋe-rə ‘is it 
ok?’

909.5 1501

832.3 1408

bjɑbjæ ‘flat’ 818.7 1703

818.7 1674

ɑ-pʰe ‘one 
small amount’

935.2 1398

818.7 1349

�1
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Table 6.  

!  

4. /ɑ/’s historically borrowed from Tibetic into Stau (similar to the English /ʒ/ being 
borrowed from French) 

In my database of about 3,000 words, about 200 words have the vowel [ɑ] (excluding 
words that have free variation with [æ]). See the Appendix for 188 of these words 
containing all words that have unique morphemes with [ɑ]. As many words have 
repeated uses of [ɑ], the total token count is over 300 unique tokens of [ɑ]. This is 
contrasted with about 900 unique tokens of [æ]. Of the words in my database with [ɑ], 
only 35 words (< 19%) are native Stau words; that is, I cannot trace these words to 
Tibetan or Chinese in origin (see the Appendix for all 35 of these words). 10 (5%) of 
the words in my database with [ɑ] can traced to Chinese origin, and the remaining 
words (76%) find their origin in Tibetan, 143 of which can be seen in the appendix. 
Tibetan words can be traced to two main sources. Written Tibetan, most of which can 
be found in a dictionary, and the Tibetan variety found in the Gyu khog གyu་ཁོག་ 
grasslands in northwestern Daofu County, which are words that are difficult, if not 
impossible, to find in a dictionary.  

Vowel F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz)
æ 746 1789
ɑ 785 1396

Vowel F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz)
æ 733 1854
ɑ 856 1356

Vowel F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz)
æ 859 1776
ɑ 871 1391

Dge bshes

Rdzong

Mazi

Dge	bshes,	 1789,	746

Dge	bshes,	 1396,	
785

Rdzong,	1854,	733

Rdzong,	1356,	856

Mazi,	1776,	859
Mazi,	1391,	871

100

280

460

640

820

1000

5008001100140017002000

F1
 (H

z)

F2 (Hz)Dge	bshes Rdzong Mazi

/æ/
/ɑ/
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 Perceptually, speakers are aware in many cases of the pronunciation difference 
between [ɑ] and [æ]. Speakers although aware of the pronunciation differences 
between [ɑ] and [æ], unless educated in Tibetan or bilingual in Tibetan, do not 
necessarily know if a word has been borrowed from Tibetan or if it is a native Stau 
word. As Stau seems to be moving closer to Tibetan in it’s lexicon, the distinction 
between /æ/ and /ɑ/ may become greater.  

4.1 Written Tibetan correspondences 

(38) Ending in ག་ 
nɡɑ ‘obstruct’ འགག་ 
ndʑɑmɑmɑ ‘quiet’ འཇག་ 
ʑɑ ‘oil’ ཞག་ 
dəndɑ ‘matters/affairs’ དོན་དག་ 

(39) Ending in གས་ 
rtɑpʰjɛ ‘inspect’ rtགས་དpyད་ 
tʰɑ ‘weave’ ཐགས་ 
nɑ ‘forest’ ནགས་ 

(40) Open rhymes 
χɑɡu ‘know’ ཧ་གོ་ 
ɣʑɑlɑ ‘spread’ could be from ཞལ་ལ་ ‘clay/mud floor/plastering’ 

(41) Other codas 
འ་ 
χɕɑ ‘die (hon.)’ གཤའ་ 
ལ་ 
ɣʑɑlɑ ‘spread’ could be from ཞལ་ལ་ ‘clay/mud floor/plastering 
krɑmtsʰɑ rོལ་ཚགས་ ‘sieve, sifter’ 
མ་ 
nɟɑpɑ/ndɑpɑ འདམ་བག་ ‘mud’ 
ན་ 
dʐurpɑ gོr་sbuན་ ‘wheat bran’ 
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ད་ 
ʁnɑnɡɑ གནད་འགག་ ‘matter’ 
བ་ 
rɑmne རབ་གནས་ ‘incantation’ 
χtsɑχtsə གཙབ་གདན་ ‘split’  
ར་ 
tɕʰɑdʐɑ ཆར་drག་ ‘torrential-rain’ 

(42) ག་ with other vowel markings on the root 
ཨི་ 
χɕɑ ཤག་མིག་ ‘room’ 
nɟɑpɑ འཇིམ་པ་ ‘clay’ 
u་ 
tsʰɑ འǳuགས་ ‘start’ 

4.2 Words from the Tibetan variety found in the Gyu khog གyu་ཁོག་ (see Appendix).  

4.3 Borrowings from Chinese 
(43)  
tsʰɑ ‘plug into’  
tɑtʂu ‘silk fabric’  (maybe?) 
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Appendix  

Wordlist for words with /ɑ/  

In this list, words are not included that have ɑ as a free variant with æ. Multisyllabic 
words that have ɑ in more than one syllable are not usually repeated, thus words such 
as rŋɑmɑ ‘tail’ are only listed once. In addition, compounds that would repeat a 
morpheme that has already been listed with ɑ are excluded, unless they add an 
additional example of ɑ (e.g., ʁmɑmi ‘army’ is listed, but ʁmɑmimdo ‘green’ and 
ʁmɑχpən ‘military officer’ are not listed). Occasionally, such morphemes will be 
repeated if there is something interesting phonologically or semantically to be noted. In 
compounds where one or some of the syllables are Stau and the other(s) are Tibetan 
the Tibetan origin syllables will be in bold in the Lexeme column. Homophones where 
the Tibetan origin differs are listed separately. 

Key for ‘origin’ column: If the origin is traceable to WT, the WT word is written. If the 
origin is ‘native Stau’ ‘N’ is written. If the word is of Chinese origin the word of origin 
will be written in Chinese. If a word is in brackets ([ ]) it is from the གyu་ཁོག་ dialect of 
Tibetan spoken by a Mazi Stau speaker.  

Tibetan loans with [ɑ] 

Lexeme Gloss Origin

ɑvrɑ pika ཨ་br་
ɑtʰɑ a few days ཨ་ཐག་

ɑ rɑ alcoholic beverage ཨ་ར་

nɟɑpɑ/ndɑpɑ mud འདམ་བག་
nɟɑpɑ clay འཇིམ་པ་
pɑre towel པགས་རས་
pɑmɑpɑru wedding party བག་མ་བག་རོགས་
dʐurpɑ wheat bran gོr་sbuན་
dʑɑχpɑ robber ཇག་པ་

Lexeme
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rcɑχpɑ fecal matter skyག་པ་

sɑpɑ brick ས་པག་

pʰɑ pig ཕག་
bɑ /tag/, /art/, /pl/ པ་ or 吧

mbɑr tsʰɑ pockmarks འབར་rʦག་
ɕubɑtsə cloth 帕⼦
mɑlɑle ploughshare 马拉犁
mɑr nɑ vegetable oil མར་ནག་
dʐər mɑ odor, dirt dིr་མ་
ʁmɑmi~mɑme army དམག་མི་
sɬomɑ student slོབ་མ་
χtsõmɑ clean གཙང་མ་
rsõmɑ protector deity sruང་མ་
ɡõmɑ king གོང་མ་
ndʑɑmɑmɑ quietly འཇག་མ་མ་ [ndʑɑməkmək̚]

snɑmɑsnɑtso different kinds sn་མ་sn་ཚ>གས་
rtɕɑmɑ steel (for flint) lcགས་མག་
rŋɑmɑ tail, graduate rŋ་མ་
fɑfe soda, alkali 发粉

vilivəlɑ messy [vilivələk̚]

scɑvɑ leather pouch

rkyལ་བ་ཁང་ [scɑvɑ] ཁང་ means ‘full’ 

but is added here to show that this is 
found in the RY dictionary

tɑtɑ good ཏག་ཏག་
scivætɑrtæ certainly skyེ་བ་ད་lt་
tɑtʂu silk fabric ⼤绸

rtɑ mark, sign rtགས་
rtɑtɕʰɑ horse feed rt་ཆག་

fser rtɑ Seda གསེར་rt་

Gloss OriginLexeme
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dʐəvrtɑ miracle འruལ་rtགས་

rtɑpʰjɛ inspect

an innovative compound 
from rtགས་ and དpyད་ 
[ʂtək̚fɕɛt]

vdenrtɑ certification བདེན་rtགས་
ɲɛ rtɑ criminal notice ཉེས་rtགས་
rtɕɑ rtɑ bicycle lcགས་rt་
stɑ tiger stག་
stɑzɡu front door [stək̚ zɡo] /zɡu/ from sg་ོ

pətɑ pieces

In the Herder Dialect of Tsomo 
[pətək], the final [k] provides some 
conditioning. This may have come from 
Tibetan and the consonants have 

flipflopped uག་པ་
rɑtɑ mill རང་འཐག་
tʰɑ weave ཐགས་
tʰɑtɕʰɛ decide ཐག་བཅད་
tʰɑptɕɑ bad quality ཐེབས་ཆག་
ɕɑn tʰɑv lhama's clothing ཤམ་ཐབས་
ʁõtʰɑ until ཐག་ཉེ་

səmdɑ determined སེམས་ཐག་

vdɑχpə host, boss བདག་པོ་

dəndɑ matter དོན་དག་

rədɑ wild animal རི་dwགས་

ɡɑdɑ square measurement [ɡɑdəχ]

mtsʰɑ collect, net མཚག་
krɑmtsʰɑ sieve, sifter rོལ་ཚགས་
nɑ tree, forest ནགས་
nɑfɟõ riffle ནག་ཆེན་
nɑtsʰõ tent ནག་ཚང་

Gloss OriginLexeme
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nɑnɡɑ important གནད་འགག་

nəkrnɑ tree ear ནགས་rn་

snɑ ink snག་
ʁnɑnɡɑ matter གནད་འགག་
sŋunɑ dark blue sོŋ་ནག་
rɑ copper རག་
rɑmne incantation རབ་གནས་
rɑlɑ branch of a pine [rælək̚]

brɑ cut bེrག་
brɑnɡu Luhuo County 炉霍县 brག་འགོ་
tɕʰɑdʐɑ torrential-rain ཆར་drག་
ɡrɑ tell sgrག་
bə rɑ mixed tsampa [bə rək̚]

sɑfsɑ sideways གསེག་ or སག་ (see note)

ftsɑdʐu white flour

not sure where /ftsɑ/ is from 
but /dʐu/ is Tibetan gོr་ for 

‘wheat’

lɑ rtsɑ wrist pulse ལག་rʦ་

χtsɑχtsə split གཙབ་གདན་
tsʰɑ plug in 插; Sichuanese: [tsʰɑ³⁵]

tsʰɑ start འǳuགས་
tsʰɑ drip འཛག་ or འཛགས་ or འཚག་པ་
ɬɑ forget བrlག་
ɬɑmu extra lhག་མ་
rɟæzɑ ɡondʐo the wife of  Srong vtsan sgam po rgy་བཟའ་ཀོང་ཇོ་
lɑɕəv gloves ལག་uབས་
cə lɑ mæ rə couldn't do anything [cə lək̚]

lɑ rtɛn cain ལག་rེtན་

Gloss OriginLexeme
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lɑ rtɛv hoofing

possibly from ལག་rdབ་ ‘hand 

clap’
lɑχtɕʰɑ tool ལག་ཆ་

lɑʁɑ sheep

seems probable to be 
borrowed from ལ་ག་ or luག་ 
but could be cognate

qɑ vlɑ branch of a deciduous tree [qɑ vlək̚

vlɑkʰɑ kə cʰɛ
reincarnated lhamas descending 
through a family bl་yིམ་ [vlɑkʰək̚ tɕʰe wo]

ʁelɑ helpers [ʁelək̚]

kɑpəlɑ forehead ཀ་པ་ལ་

kʰrolɑ waste rོག་rlག་

ndʑɑlɑ stick, climb sbyར་བ་ [mdʑɛr]

ʁʑɑlɑ spread [ʁʑælək̚]

lõtʂʰɑ bamboo food steamer rlངས་ཚག་

ʂɑ lively [ʂək]

mæscetʂɑ Ma skyes dgra མ་skyེས་དgr་
dʐɑ good person drག་
rtɕɑ zɡɑ ginger བཅའ་sg་
tɕʰɑ town [tɕʰək̚]

tɕʰɑlõ cymbals ཆ་ལང་
dʑɑχpɑ robber ཇག་པ་
ɕɑɕɑ it is (seen with eyes) [ɕək̚ ɕək̚]

nɟufɕɑ repentance འgyོད་བཤགས་
χɕɑ room ཤག་
χɕɑ pour out, die གཤའ་
tɕʰɑ repeatedly ཆ་ཚང་
tɕʰɑtsʰõ all ཆ་ཚང་
ndutɕʰɑ desire འདོད་ཆགས་
ʑɑ oil ཞག་

Gloss OriginLexeme
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vʑɑ stop བཞག་rgyuན་

vʑɑtɕʰu inheritance བཞག་rgyuན་
kʰɑvʑɑ excuse ཁག་བཞག་

jɑ ndʑɑ soap

Diaspora Tibetan uses ཡི་ཙf་ 
maybe Chinese

ndʑɑtɛr visiting a superhuman མཇལ་དར་
ndʑɑɣjõ Bodhisattva Manjushri འཇམ་དbyངས་
kɑndʑɑ intimate [ndʑək̚mo]

duʑɑ a while ago [ʑəχɛr]

zʁɑ rcɑ whip lcག་ཚན་ or ཞགས་དbyuག་ ‘noose’

scɑmbo picnic food ཚ་ཕོག་ [scʰædʐo]

rɟɑmtsʰɛn Rgyal mtshan rgyལ་མཚན་ 
ɲɑmu sin ནག་ཉེས་
jɑ tsə duck 鸭⼦

kʰɑ jɑ ŋo rɡæ fake happy ཁ་ཡག་ངོ་བsོtད་

jɑtɕʰin
Name of a monastery in Baiyu 
County ཡ་ཆེན་

jɑɲicʰɛ dangerous [jək̚ɲicʰe]

pʰjɑ prostration yག་
ʁjɑ rust གཡ་
ʁjɑ yak (male) གཡག་
fkɑ wave down, block, prevent བཀག་
χpən kʰɑ official (arc) [χon kʰək̚]

kʰɑ mbo backpack [kʰɑ mbok̚]

rtsæ nɡɑ constipated rʦ་u་འགག་པ་

rɡɑrɡɑ bald
rg་ (semantic shift from 

‘aging’)
rŋɑmõ camel rŋ་མོང་
sɲiŋɑ poem sན་ངག་

Gloss OriginLexeme
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Native words with [ɑ] 

wɑ tile ⽡

 tʂojitʂwɑtʂwɑ fork

A child’s innovation taking 
Stau noun /tʂoji/ ‘spoon’ 
and making a compound with 
a reduplication the Chinese 
verb /tʂwɑ/ 抓 ‘grab’ 

kwɑkwɑ melon, gourd ⽠

qʰwɑxpətɕɛn a name for a fictional man
Tibetan in origin, spelling 
unknown

hwɑsẽ peanut 花⽣

qɑɮi crow ཁ་ཏ་
qʰɑ χti the lickable tsamba stuff [qʰə χti]
χɑɡu understand ཧ་གོ་
χɑv fall into [χop] 
mɑʁɑr white poplar [mɑʁɑr]

kʰɑʑɑ foam ཁ་ཞག་

Gloss OriginLexeme

pʰɑpʰo Ah ya! N [hɑvo]

tətɑ container N

rtʰwɑ birch bark N Japhug: ɲcʰɣaʁ

cʰedɑ /interj/ N

bədibədɑ onomatopoeia: the sound of something 
hitting the ground N

ɕɑʁrə sickle N 

ɣzqrɑ broom N

ndzɑʁdzə hide N
bilɑ old stuff N
qʰə ncʰɑ half cup N
cɑ/cʰɑ comfortable N
scɑ ʁlə thunder N
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rkʰu sɲɑsɲɑ cool N

bjɑ flat N

kɑcɑ goodbye N

nɡɑlə that place N

rqwɑ throat N
berqwɑ account N
nqʰwɑ leather bag for wheat & barley N
qɑʁə mountainside N
sqɑ ten (for 20-90) N 

qʰɑ /clf/ for long things N

χɑ vdu now N

ʁɑ /clf/ for a group of people N

ʁɑ problem N

ʁɑ door N

ʁɑ /loc/ N

ʁɑv intravenous infusion N

ʁɑsi opposite N

ʁɑlo chest, stomach N

ʁɑki each one N

rʁɑmə lunatic N

zʁɑ ten (10) N

ɲiʁɑ duration N

xɕuʁɑ collect N

mɑʁɑ no problem N

mɲə rɛ ŋə tɑbə forebears N
rbɑlɑ leaf N
stɑ nɡu corner N


